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OPERATING SCHEDULE 

3 4 6 BAM 2PM 

* LAD, EX~, and WB lAD only 

Useful telep~one numbers~ Operations 

373-4876 
373-4995 
373-4~96 

373-3608 
373-4995 
373-4995 
373-4921 
373-2521 
373-4994 

Manager, Operations (Richard Folden) 
LAD Shift Supervisor 
EXP I/O operations 
WB I/O operations 
LAD tape librarian 
LAD EBR operator 
TAD Usel. 's Room 
Keypunch Supervisor 
Recorded message (lists completed jobs) 

General Information 

373-4360 
373-4599 

-:~~"';i:::' :~;.-:-:'373-4548 

UCC office 
Manager, User Services (Thea D. Hodge) 
Account clerk 

373-7744 Software Librarian 

CONSULTING SCHEDULE 

ExpEng \ 
10 AM - 4 PM I 

7 ~ 30 - 9 ~ 30 p0 
10 AM - 12 l 
lPM- 4PMj 

Monday through Thursday 

Friday 

Lauderdale 
1 ~ 30 - 3: 30 -;> Monday through Friday 
7: 30 - 9 ~ 30 --7 ~:·:::r·"l1ny through Thursday 

~': . .. "' 

' ,. 
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A KRONOS INFORMATION MEETING 

Approximately 70 people, both 6600 users and UCC staff members, met 
Friday,August 11, to discuss the pros and cons of the contemplated 
swi·tch to the KRONOS operating system. 

ucc staff members briefly explained the reasons for considering a · · 
system change. The benefits to be realized from a switch to the 
KRONOS operating system are: 

1) Increased job throughput. KRONOS job scheduling is more flexible. 
This does !!.Qj; mean that job turnaround will· ·necessarily be 
improved. 

2) Better documentation. MOMS is not well documented, whereas KRONOS 
is documented and the documentation is updated by CDC. We ·will 
try to bring our documentation up to standard no matter which 
system is adopted. 

3) Accounting improvements. KRONOS has the ability to set limits 
for CM time and space, CP time, dis]{ space, and has a J?assword 
scheme for better security. ucc would be able to implement some 
user-requested accounting changes. 

4) System maintenance improvements. KRONOS is a well-designed and 
internally well documented system. It is supported by CDC and 
future CDC software 9roducts can be easily added. Also, this 
change would permit a single syste~ group for both the 6600 
and the 6400 . · 

5) 6600 and 6400 using the same operating system would l?ermit time
sharing terminals to submit 6600 batch jobs without using dif
ferent control.cards, would make it easier to implement job/file 
swapping between machines, and would make possible the future 
sharing of peripheral devices. 

6) New features. KRONOS control card language, tbe capability ·of 
reading (and possibly punching) 029 cards, and more flexible 
permanent file capability. 

Spme of the problems which would arise with a system change are: 

1) The system would initially be more unstable than is MOMS. 

2) Almost everyone would have conversion work to do ( the amount 
depending upon the type of job). There would be changes in con
trol cards, in tape handling, in disk pack handling, and 
(possibly) users would need to recompile production programs" 
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3) Because we plan to stay current with CDC updates,KRONOS may 
experience longer periods of minor instability than would MOMS. 

4) This systems change would entail a great deal of work for UCC 
converting and tes·ting programs. 

For those interested, copies of the KRONOS BATCH manual are available 
in Room 227 ExpEng. Price is $1.85 per copy •. 

Also available are copies of the handouts from the meeting. These 
include~ 

1) A list of control cards, packages, and programs which would 
be available under KRONOS. 

2) A list of control cards, packages, and programs available 
under MOMS and a guide to their status under KRONOS. 

3) Benchmark timings for MOMS and KRONOS. 

LIBRARY CHANGES & ADDITIONS 

The following subroutines and functions will be dropped from the 
system on October 10= 1972. Users needing copies of any of these 
routines should call Mike Frisch at 373-5907. 

CMDP 

CNVRT 
BLNI{ZRO (replaced by S PACZRO) 
ZROBINK(replaced by ZROSPAC) 

CREAD$ 
NPUT 
OCIF' ·. 

DESCRI3 
DPCI11 . · 
FLOT4S 
INT46 
JACOBIN(replaced by· QRSY.M) 
LINE :{re'placed by LYNE) 
LINE! (replaced by LYNEl) 
LINEINT lreplaced by CINT3G) 
LOCUS 
MTTES-TR 
MXINV . (replaced by MXLNEQ) 
MXTRID ~r-eplaced by MXTRIDI) 

NRAN (replaced by IPAN) . 
ORTHON (replaced by ORTHON2) 
QLENGT:-! (replaced by QLENTH) 

. QR (replaced by QRSYM) 
RANDEV (replaced by NORMAL) 
RANlF (replaced by RAN2F) 
RKGHN (replaced by RKGI LL). 
SCALE (replaced by SKALE) 
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THE ISIS STATISTICAL PACKAGE 

The following notification, although pertaining .to the 6400,: is 
placed in Notes & Comments since many of our users employ both the 
batch. and .. timesharing systems. 

The interactive statistical system ISIS ts now operational on the 
'6400 o ISIS was obtained from Florida State University and was 
adapted by Florida from programs at North carolina und~ Dr. Dana 
Quadeo _ISIS will be maintained by UCC as part of the fulfillment 
of the recommendations of the Statistical Computation_Subcommitteeo 
A manua

1
1 of some 22 pages will be available from the Reference 

Librarian (227 ExpEng) or in Room 238 ExpEng. 

For most _usage ISIS is seif-teaching and a manual is not needed. 
The following lines indicate how to get started on ISIS. 

SYSTEM: BATCH, 32000 
/ATTACH,ISIS/UN=LIBRARY 
/ISIS 

The system.will· offer you a HELP file and in other good ways will 
inter~ct with you and your studentso 

FOR FtN VER. 3 (FT3) USERS 

SPECIFIC~ · .FT3 does not respond correctly to either an empty file or 
one which is positioned at end-of-information. This results in 
(usually) an abort for time'limit after a long period of real time. 
Accordingly, users must be careful not to try to compile from 
EOI-positioned files. . 

GENERAL~ CDC is apparently no. longer supporting FT3 under SCOPE 3. 2 
(the version UCC has on its system). Until the SCOPE 3.3 version 
can be converted and tested, the compiler and its object routines 
"t-lill remain static--no errors removedo 

CDC 6600 USE FOR JULY 

34,437 jobs were run (including system jobs) 
39% from ExpEng 

Average times 

27% from Lauderdale 
13% from West Bank 
15% from. all other remote terminals 

6% for maintenance 

on input queue 14.5 minutes 
at control point 6.9 minutes 
on output queue 3.7 minutes 
printing 1.7 minutes 
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THE SUGGEST! ON BOX 

Under FUN I found that a blank in an F field, when used, caused 
by job to abort .... 

A. This isn't enough information. 
at-the consultant's desk. 

• • Br1ng your output and ask again 

How inefficient are your 

A, Have you stopped beating your wife yet? 

Q. It would be helpful to have a telephone in the ExpEng user's room 
so that we can call our departments. 

A. TJ-Je 're working on it .. 
. , 'i";~. ~ _,.\ti 'J;{~';Hl ,~,~ ... 

Q. l"Jhy <!loesn.!it UNLOAD put an EOI on tapes? 

A. In order to prevent an undesirable job abort when the UNLOAD 
control card is used with a non-existing file, we made a change 
which has the side effect of not putting an end-of-information 
(EOI) on the file if the last operation on it was a write. (The 

UNLOAD control card issued the functions CLOSE ,UNLOAD.""'· • The 
CLOSE function on a non-existing file caused a job abort. TO 
prevent this, we now issue an OPEN function · first, which'works 
even for existing files. However, this function destroys the 
last status on the file so the system doesn't know it was a write 
and an EOI is not written.) 

Answering your (presumed) next question~ ''li'1hy don't you fix it 
and/or how can I get around the problem?', you can use the 
alternate control card sequence: 

,. .... *'~~"sw•·::- ~ 

REWIND,T, 
FORGET,T. 

or you can wait until we repair the general cause, hopefully on 
the next system tape, accompanied by a SYSTEM.NOTE. 

Q. Would it be possible to provide more manuals for users at the 
"1004 ~-s'tat'lt10ns? · · 

. . :. ·;. 

A. Unattended manuals.:·tertd to :disapp~ar. ·.'We" 11 look into it. 

Q. tr1hy the new charge for tape certifying? 

A. The cost of certify_:j..ng a 2400 foot tape is on the order of 500-700 
PPU seconds. At $1.25 p~r minute~··that's $12.00 or more. Our 
rate is $3.00 is then ~ bargain. All new tapes purchased at UCC 
are cArtified free. 
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Q. I would like to l::e able to read and punch 029 cards. 

A. codes from 029 keypunches are not compatiple with our current 
hardware. However, software conversion from/to 029 does exist. 
.(See the writeup for the con~rol card-callable routine 0290261· 
writeup is available in Room 238 ExpEng.) we are working towards 

·o29 capability for the future. 

~.--0-----~.an option on.; p):';lvat.9;;.P~9~S .that will allow redundant 
operations. That is, the following job containing an error 

P,C,ooopW=oooo 
pI 0 I o • o 

FUN(S) 

000001 FORTRAN ERRORS 

could be re-run by just fixing the FORTRAN error. Attempts to 
OPEN an already open file that contains data would be ignored, NS 

would CREATEs on a subdirectory that has any non-empty file. 

A. Any control action which has effects across job instances may 
imply that the job will not re-run. Here the problem is that 
the file is created. and remains for subsequent instances of this 
job. A redundant P,C,... is an ambiguous statement and it 
should be left up to the user to specify what he means. This 
means that the user must be required to change the appropriate 
control cards. 

Q • TrJhy riot have account numbers be an option for LISTPAK, e.g. 

LISTPAK(UCC00l,SD=SAM,2121212l,JOE,77777777. 

This is a trivial change and LISTPAK need only assemble its ' 
arguments and use them to search both the subdirectory namelist 

····~ ·---- -.lUl..d-tlle...:..ac.count. numbex;. for eac;.h .. subdirectory. LISTPAK doesn • t 
need to know if its argument is even a number or a name, it 
just searches both tables. 

A. The following option for LISTPAK was implemented on August 8th~ 

LISTPAK,VRN,AN=a1 ,a2 , .•• ,an 

will.list subdirectories that match account numbers a .• 
Thus your example can be written as: ~ 

LISTPAI<, UCC001, ~O.,..,Sl\M, :TOF., 1\.1.\7...,21212121, 77777777. 

0 · How can I get 8 printed out. in octal? System error? printer 
error? 

A. This isn't enough in-format;on. Bring.your output and ask at 
the constt ltant • s desJ;:. 
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Q. Hould it be possible to write a ccntrol-card-callable routine 
which would rewind all tapes currently mounted at the end of a 
job? (This implies that neither the tape names nor the ending 
point of the job is specified.) Is there any foolproof way to 
ensure that an EOI is always written on all tapes? 

A. I would suggest that. the use of EXIT cards would implement this 
.. f.t::at.ute.,~,~.As .f_Qf .c~ <;<?etrol card--it t,rould not be difficult as 

_ ...... _. t:;•tisu ~ettbl•be·~-e•ted ..as a flag indicating special process 
by the end of job processing. However, I feel that the expense 
of doing this isn't justified because of the options now 
available, e.g . 

.. 

jobcard. 

EXIT. 
R (TAPEl ~·TAPE2, •••• , TAPEN) 

(The following 2 questions are similar) 

Q. Tti"ould you estimate the average willingness of the Lauderdale 
operator to mount ~apes? I submitted a job (T60,CM140000,1 tape) 
at 12:30 PM and at 6~30 PM it was still hanging in the system ... 

Q. I submitted 2 jobs 
job 1~ 
job 2: 

Job 2 had a 5-hour 
YOUR OPERATORS ARE 

at Lauderdale at 9 AM 
T60,CM120000 no tape 
T30,CM77777 one tape 
turnaround while I ran 
LAZY!!! 

job 1 three times. 

A. Before the system scheduler will initiate a~ job at a control 
point, these condH:ions must be met: 

·· 1}· Suff'icient CM must· 'be· available for the job FL 
~ ..... _2Ts'U£f'rc!enf .. 'Ecs""'mu~r--be ·available for the job FL 

3) If tapes are requested, 
a) sufficient tape drives must be available 
b) only 2 current control points can have tapes (this 

guarantees a free non-tape-job control point to expedite 
non-tape jobs if all others are at REQUEST). 

4) The priority value must equal or exceed all other jobs which 
also satisfy points 1-3. 

5) If two or more jobs satisfy point 4, the one with the largest 
central memory FL runs first. 

All of these conditions affect the speed with which your job 
reaches a control point. If you still believe that you are 
getting poo.r: tre<'ltment, bring your job to us (Phil Houle, 
227 ExpEng or Thea Hodge, 232 ExpEng) and we'll check it out for 
you. 
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****************************************************************************** * . * 
: The follouing additional errors not reported in the July, 1972 Notes & ~ 
: Comments have been corrected in the PSRlO version of the ~'.NF compiler.· : 

****************************************************************************** 

If a constant subscript exceeds the dit!lension of an array, the constant is 
used any~.,ay. (Previously, the constant ,.,as replaced by 1.) 

DIHENSION IA(3) 
IA(4) = 5 

This now stores 5 into IA(4) (rather than into IA(l) as before). 

A non-integer variable dimension is not-.7 diagnosed as an error. Examole: 

SUBROUTINE SAV (A,B) 
DP"ENSION A(B) 
1)0 10 I • 1, N 

The message is given after the END card is processed to allow a statement 

INTEGER B 

to appear after the DD'ENSION statement. 

The following example not-r ~1orks correctly: 

TP..ACE 
DO 20 J = 1, U 

20 S = S + II + ':J(II) + K{II) 

(The TRACE statement had caused a neerled register to be destroyed. The 
problem did not anpear until tl1e TRACE statement had !1cen used.) 

Constants which the compiler tries to remember havinr, been previomlly used 
and remaining in an active register Pcr·e not c-1P.1rc>o hy ,.,n A~:-il«;£.1 n1 "' •. , ... .,,. 

Thus, 

J = K + 4 
ASSIG!'! 20 TO IA 
L = I+ 4 

no longer falsely remembers the constant 4 fr01a the statement J = I~ + 4 
and properly rep,enerates it for the statement L = I + 4. 

The compiler does not try to multiply by the inverse (instead of dividing) 
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for constants in the special case that the constant is bet~veen 
2 ** 975 and 2 ** 1071 --- approximately 10292 to 10322. The 
reason is that the 6600 does not have a reoresentation for lo-·292 to 
lo-322 since the exponent range is ~ot sym~etric. Thus, A/l.OE300 
is no longer done as A*l. ')E300 which r,1as the same as A * 0. 0 because 
of t!1e underfloH to o. 

In a TP.ACE messaee appearing from an input/output list, the correct 
sequence number is now heine output. 

3 ... .. TRACE B 
READ 5, B 

gives the message; 

~'cTRACE* STORE INTO REAL VARIATILE B AT SEQUEWCE Nffi-:BE:R 4* VALUE = 1. 0 

In a DO or FOR loop vlhere the DO or FOR inc.lex _qr a parameter a~pears in 
an expression v7ith a C0'1PLEX or DOUBLE PTI.ECISl0N value, the second 
Hord (imaginary part or lm..rer precision part) ~..rill no longer be 
destroyed. Thus, 

COHPLEX C 
DO 10 I = 1, H 

10 C(I) = CWLX(A,B) ** N 

no longer destroys the imap;inary part of CHPLX(I\,B), 

An error was corrected .,,hich had prevented loading of the generated 
binary code under the SCOPE 3.4 operatin!) system. this does not affect 
users at the University of '1innesota. 

Statements for Hhich fatal errors are detected now cause the code 
RJ ABORT. to be generated which causes termination at that point if 
the program is executed. 

The non-standard form r/ in the FORMAT statement is now being detected. 
For example: 

10 FOR:r-1AT (3/lX, I20) 

An attempt to have an ASSIGN variable in ECS is now detected. For example: 

ECS IK 
ASSIGN 10 TO IK 

A constant inside a logical IF statement is now being detected. Example: 

IF(.TRUE.) GO TO 10 

A P~AL or DOUBLE PRECISION constant that did not have a decimal point 
and was illegally followed by B is nm.r detected as an error. For example: 

Y = 1E3B 
T = 123D-1B 
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The sequence number now appears in the message output for TRACE SUBPROGRAM 
FLOW. Example; 

*TRACE* CALL OF SUBPROGRAH SA."f FROM SEQUENCE NO. 3* 

No!l:-§.~andard variable rJRMATs are now detected. Examples: 

READ :j (AlO):j,IA 
READ JOE, IA (JOE is a simple variable) 
READ (1,5!'(Al0)) IA 
READ (5,52013433510000000000B) IA 

******************************************************************************* * * ~ The following errors are known but have not been fixed at this time due ~ 
~ to side effects in the code that attempted to fix them. : 

* •* * ******************************************************************************* 

An intrinsic function name used in an expression gets the default type of 
the function rather than the Fortran default type. For example, in 

C:HPLX = 1.0 

CMPLX has type COMPLEX by default whereas it should be REAL. 

In certain cases, legal EQUIVALENCE statements get a spurious error 
message, For example: 

COHMON A, B 
DIHENSimr C (2) 
EQUIVALENCE (A,C(l)),(B,C(2)) 

The following illegal DATA statement gema mode 1 error during compila
tion: 

DATA J(l),/1,2/,J(2)/1,2/ 

t 
The cotmna after the variable and before the slash is the culprit. 

:*****************************************************************************: 
~ The following errors have recently been found but have not been corrected. ~ 

* * ************AAAAAA~A~AAAAAAA~A*AA~AAAA.AAAAAAA··~··•*************************** 

The illegal statement READ 9, A, /, B does not get a diagnostic error 
message. 

CALL EXIT gets a spurious error message. 
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Certain subscripts using octal get a spurious fatal error message, 
e.g. A(l4B+l00). 

On the 6400 time-sharing version, statement functions get a spurious 
error message. 

Certain types of errors in record lengths in the FORMAT statement are 
not detected by the compiler althqugh ~. yare ~aught·~uring execution. 
For example: • • 

100 FORMAT (2(1X,6E20.10/1X,2El6.8)) 

illegally attempts to use a second record of length 156 ( = 33 + 121). 

Errors in certain cases of variable dimension are not diagnosed, 
e.g., 

FUNCTION GEO (I,J,K) 
DI11ENSION I(J), J(2) 

******************************************************************************* * * * * * * : The following changes have been made as part of PSRlO. ~ 

* * ******************************************************************************* 

The loader map has been revised to be more accurate. The last column 
which contained the (usually incorrect) lengths of subprograms and 
C01~10N blocks has been deleted. The octal digits after the name 
represent the first word of the outline not the entry point as was 
the case previously. 

A new constant is being used for undefined variables and array elements 
(other than those in blank CO~IDN which remain unchanged). The value 
is 6000000000 0200400000B + address of the variable or array element. 

The UNIT function is not,-7 considered to be intrinsic for both RUN/FUN 
and FTN calling sequences. (See Appendix F of the MNF manual.) 

• 


